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a b s t r a c t

In this paper, measurements beneath the interface of the flow past a hydrofoil in water during stalling
conditions are used to analyse the mean flow and, in more depth, the large eddies and turbulence. The
properties of the time-averaged flow are analysed. In addition to the classical wake, with a recirculation
area near the low pressure side of the hydrofoil, a breaker develops due to the limited distance between
the hydrofoil and the interface, which causes the generation of further vorticity. Vorticity develops in
the recirculation area and at the trailing edge as well. The fluctuating streamwise and transverse velocity
demonstrate a classical distribution with maxima at the edge of the wake and beneath the breaker. A
quadrant analysis of the Reynolds shear stress indicates the main flux of the momentum, which is always
directed towards the axis of thewake to reduce the defect velocity of thewake. The spatial correlations for
the longitudinal and transverse fluctuating velocity are computed at several points along the axis of the
wake at four different locations downstream. The correlation of the transverse fluctuating velocity shows
an evident anisotropy,which ismore extensive in the transverse direction and is limited in the streamwise
direction. In the streamwise direction, the correlation of the transverse fluctuating velocity also assumes
negative values. The correlation of the longitudinal fluctuating velocity is significantly isotropic, and the
associated length scale increases downstream. The shape of this last correlation can be fitted with a
limited number of eddies; hence, a stable and repetitive pattern of eddies is predicted, as shown in the
wavenumber longitudinal and transverse spectra as well.

© 2013 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.
0. Introduction

Inhomogeneous shear flows represent a wide class of practical
flows that require a more detailed analysis than homogeneous
turbulent flows. Inhomogeneities arise from the flow boundaries
and from the mechanism of energy transfer to turbulence. In
some cases it is possible and convenient to analyse separately
the large eddies, which are strongly tied to the inhomogeneity,
and the main turbulent motion, which is filled with small, quasi-
homogeneous eddies. This analysis may be convenient in the near-
and intermediate-wake flow past aerofoils and hydrofoils. This
wake has been widely studied and has received the attention of
many researchers due to the implications in fundamental research
on turbulence and the practical applications for optimal perfor-
mances in aeroplane, marine and submarine vehicles. Coherent
structures develop in the near-wake region where numerous phe-
nomena take place and are responsible for mechanical vibrations
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and noise. Then, these coherent structures transfer energy to the
small eddies and gradually disappear in the far wake, where other
coherent structures can be generated due to the ‘engulfing’ of the
external region by the wake. Among the coherent structures, of-
ten categorised into ‘eddies’, ‘spots’, ‘slugs’ and ‘puffs’ according to
some specific properties, large eddies are of primary interest in the
present analysis.

Large eddies, having sizes on the order of the size of the sys-
tem, were first postulated by Grant [1] and Keffer [2] referring to
wakes. Eddies and coherent structures are responsible for the ef-
ficient mixing and momentum or chemical transfer, the transfer
of energy at small scales through the cascade mechanism, and the
production of turbulent energy whenever there is an interaction
with shear. Since the early identification of coherent structure in
mixing layers by Brown and Roshko [3], there have been studies
on eddies and coherent structures in numerous flow fields. Co-
herent structures generate most of the turbulent shear stress even
in homogeneous turbulence, and disregarding the presence of the
families of eddies does not, as a consequence, satisfy some com-
mon assumptions, such as whenmodelling the turbulence stresses
in terms of the mean velocity gradients using the eddy viscosity.
Additionally, the dissipation, though mainly due to very small
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Nomenclature

· · · Time average operator, ensemble average operator· · · Phasic average operator
α Angle of attack, angle of the mirror, energy coeffi-

cient
ε(···) Uncertainty, absolute value
φ Phasic indicator
ρ Mass density
η Transverse non-dimensional coordinate for the

wake
κ Turbulent kinetic energy
ν Kinematic viscosity
σ(···) Uncertainty, relative value
ωz Component of vorticity in the spanwise direction
χij Spatial correlation
3l, 3t Integral longitudinal length scale, transverse length

scale
b Parameter, shift of an eddy
C Cord length, concentration, coefficient
d Water depth upstream of the aerofoil
dT Interval time between two coupled frames in PIV
Eij Power spectrum of turbulence
facq Frequency of acquisition
FOV Field of view
Fr, Frle, Frte Froude number, computed by using the water

depth respect to the leading edge or respect to the
trailing edge

h Trailing tip elevation respect to the bottom of the
flume

hle, hte Water depth respect to the leading edge, the trailing
edge

H Threshold in quadrant analysis
if Bottom inclination
k, kx, ky Wavenumber vector, component in direction x and

y
kxmin, kxc Minimum wavenumber, cut off wavenumber
L0 Transverse length scale of the wake
N Number of elements (events) in the sample
Ni Number of elements (events) belonging to the ith

quadrant
PIV (DPIV) Particle Image Velocimetry (Digital)
PID Proportional–Integral–Derivative feedback system
PMMA Polymethyl methacrylate
Q Water discharge
R2 Coefficient of determination
Rij Coefficient of correlation
Re Reynolds number, based on the chord length and on

kinematic viscosity
t Time
TKE Turbulent kinetic energy
U0 Asymptotic upstream velocity
U, V Streamwise, transverse velocity
Ule,Ute Streamwise velocity referred to the leading edge

section, to the trailing edge section
U ′, V ′ Streamwise, transverse fluctuating velocity
x, y Spatial coordinates
XW Horizontal size of the interrogation window

eddies at a scale where homogeneity is a common assumption, ap-
pears to take place in patches instead of being a continuum. The
presence of eddies past bluffs or streamlined bodies is well known
and has beenwidely investigated. For hydrofoils, the eddies detach
at the edges and are convected downstream, carrying vorticity.
The specific geometry chosen for the experiments, which is
with a hydrofoil in water at a small distance beneath the air–water
interface (and which is not the one used for hydrofoils in marine
vehicles, since we were interested in different phenomena with
respect to lift, drag etc.), allows the interaction of thewakewith the
interface and further vorticity, and eddies that are generated are
similar to those obtained in a stationary spilling breaker. Spilling
breakers are typical of deep ocean waves and hydraulic jumps
(see [4,5] for an overview of the principal features of these types
of breakers) and are often obtained through a hydrofoil beneath a
free surface [6–9]. A spilling breaker exhibits a roller near the crest,
a turbulent region beneath the free surface or a combination of
both [9]. In the present experiments a distance of 57 mm between
the midchord of the hydrofoil and the free surface still guarantees
the existence of a flow of limited vorticity between the wake of
the hydrofoil and the free surface. The presence of the interface
is itself a source of inhomogeneity because the large eddies are
partially constrained in their size depending on their distance from
the interface.

Similar devices, with a different geometry, have practical ap-
plications also in industrial processes as mixer elements and in
blades.

In this paper, we use DPIV techniques to measure the velocity
past the hydrofoil and near the free surface to analyse large eddies,
main turbulent motion and small eddies. Despite the large num-
ber of video camera pixels, we could not cover all the field of inter-
est with a single image, which is elongated and extends for several
chord lengths downstream; hence, we decided to conduct a series
of measurements in identical conditions to collect a mosaic of in-
dividual frames. Because each frame (or series of frames) is a reali-
sation and because each realisation is inherently different, specific
attention was paid to building up the flow statistics through en-
semble averaging.

The paper is organised as follows. After the description of the
experimental set-up in Section1, Section2describes themean flow
and themain turbulent flow, including the quadrant analysis of the
Reynolds shear stress. Section 3 is devoted to the spatial correlation
and the linear spectra analysis. The conclusions are reported in the
final section.

1. Experimental set-up

The experimentswere conducted in the flume in the Laboratory
of Hydraulics of the Department of Civil Engineering (DICATeA) of
the University of Parma, Italy. The flume is 0.30 m wide, 0.45 m
high and 10 m long; the sidewalls are made of glass; the bottom is
stainless steel. A flow straightener at the entrance eliminates the
large-scale vortices and eddies, and a bottom-hinged flap gate at
the downstream end of the flume allows control of the water level.
To circulate the water stored in three tanks, there is a centrifu-
gal pump, and a PID regulator that controls an electric valve di-
verts part of the flow and guarantees the stability of the desired
flow rate in the flume. The flow rate is measured by a Promag
Hendress–Hauser magnetic flow meter, with an accuracy of 0.5%
of the instantaneous measured value. The variability in the flow
discharge is less than 0.1 l/s. In the present tests, the bottom in-
clination is if = 1%. The Reynolds number of the water stream,
which is based on the hydraulic radius, is equal to 38900, and the
Froude number is Fr = 0.26; hence, the water flow is turbulent
and is in a subcritical regime. Themeasured free stream turbulence
in the midsection of the flume is equal to 5%. The water used in
the experiments is tap water seeded with silt, which has a size of
10–20 µm, to facilitate the subsequent acquisition of information
using the DPIV. The relaxation time of the particles (see [10]) is less
than 10−3 s, hence the particles are well suited to follow the water
particles in the present experimental conditions. The NACA profile
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Fig. 1. Overview of the experimental system for experiment 3.
belongs to the four digit series 6024, is asymmetric and is achieved
using polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) with a milling machine.
The overall accuracy of the profile surface is 1/10 mm; the chord
length is 100 ± 1 mm; the maximum thickness is 24 mm; and the
span is 298 mm. The profile is supported by an aluminium frame
of limited invasivity, with the struts supporting the hydrofoil close
to the two sidewalls, and is connected to a trolley moving on two
railways at the top of the flume. The trolley can be moved with a
referenced position using a rule fixed to the railways.

Measurements were carried out using a TSI PIV with a 2048
× 2048 pixel video camera (TSI Power View Model 630149) fitted
with a NIKKOR AF D 50 mm/f lens with an adapter ring (Nikon PK-
12), which increases the focal distance by 14 mm. The light source
was a Solo Nd:YAG III dual laser head with a maximum repetition
rate of 15 Hz and an output energy of 50 mJ. The laser was wa-
ter cooled and mounted on the same side of the video camera. The
layout is shown in Fig. 1.

Polarised filters were added to the video camera to eliminate
the reflections. The acquisition frequency for an image couple was
3.75 Hz with a time interval between the two images of 2000 µs.
Because the bottom of the flume is not transparent, a mirror
was positioned to reflect the laser sheet coming from a sidewall.
Shadowing by the hydrofoil prevented PIV data acquisition on the
foil’s pressure side for x/C > 0.

The calibration of the PIV gave a resolution of 0.11mmper pixel.
Velocity computation was carried out using a correlation analysis
of twodifferent frames through the use of an interrogationwindow
of 32 × 32 pixels with a 50% overlap. The result is a matrix of
vectors at the grid nodes, which are 16 pixels apart and correspond
to 1.81mm in the longitudinal and in the transverse direction. After
the correlation analysis was complete, outliers were rejected using
the cellular neural networkmethod [11]. The percentage of vectors
rejected varied from 6% to 16%. For each test, 1000 frame couples
were acquired, which corresponds to approximately 267 s. During
the experiments, the water temperature was monitored but not
controlled. The mean water temperature was between 26 °C and
27.2 °C, with 0.8 °C variations at most for the tests of the same
experiment.

In addition to the PIV quantitative approach, qualitative infor-
mation was gained by flow visualisation and acquisition of the im-
age with a digital camera and a digital HD video camera (see the
videos in the annexes). Fig. 2 shows two photographs with the
wake visualised using methylene blue injected by a needle to en-
hance the coherent structures. The slight turbulence of the incom-
ing stream is observed in the geometry of the dye. The spilling
breaker (similar to a hydraulic jump) is evident downstream. The
Reynolds number refers to the chord length. A detail of the breaker
is shown in Fig. 3. Themixing process starts past the toe and clearly
brings the tracer in contact with the free surface after incorpora-
tion into an eddy.

The two-dimensionality of the flow has not been directly
verified, but some specific tests [12] on a hydrofoil with the same
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Table 1
Experimental parameters. d is the water depth upstream of the hydrofoil, h is the trailing tip elevation respect to the bottom of the flume, U0 is the asymptotic velocity, α
is the hydrofoil attack angle, Re = U0C/ν is the Reynolds number based on the chord length C = 100 ± 1 mm, facq is the frequency of acquisition of the PIV, dT is interval
time between the two coupled frames.

Test # d (mm) h (mm) U0 (m/s) α (°) Re facq (Hz) No frames dT (µs)

3 219 ± 1 179 ± 1 0.381 ± 1.5% 19.5 45 500 3.75 1000 2000
Fig. 2. Two photographs of the hydrofoil with thewake visualised usingmethylene
blue injected on the right side. The breaker is evident on the left. The interval time
between the two frames is 0.33 s. Re = 44 500 and α = 19.5°.

Fig. 3. Detail of the breaker. The tracer is methylene blue injected near the free
surface. The mixing starts downstream past the toe.

span-to-chord ratio as the present experiments (3 to 1) and with a
similar Reynolds number shows that the three-dimensional effects
are limited to the thickness of the wall boundary layer and are on
the order of a few centimetres. Therefore, the free stream velocity
field is indeed two-dimensional over the centre portion of the
hydrofoil, where the measurements were performed.

The flow field measurements are conducted for four different
Reynolds number. The velocity measurement domain is 181 ×

145 × 1 mm3 (W ,H,D) in each FOV. Experiment 3 included four
subsequent FOVs with an overlap of 31 mm. The measurement
domain is smaller than the acquisition domain due to frame
cropping. Table 1 shows the experimental parameters for the test.
1.1. Uncertainties in measurements

Uncertainties in the PIV measurements include random and
bias errors in the velocitymeasurements and bias errors in the spa-
tial location of these velocities. With a typical sub-pixel resolution
equal to ±0.20 pixels, the uncertainty due to random error in the
displacement of the particle is

√
2 × 0.20 = 0.28 pixels and the

relative error for a particle displaced 8 pixels is±3.5%. Because the
timing error is negligible, the relative velocity uncertainty has the
same value. These estimates were confirmed bymeasuring the ve-
locity of a rotating disc connected to a stepper. By time averag-
ing over 1000 instantaneous frames, the uncertainty is reduced to
±1%; hence, most of the error was random. Bias errors in the PIV
velocities are introduced through uncertainty in image scaling. The
calibration was performed using a uniform grid suspended in wa-
ter in the absence of flow and by detecting four points at the corner
of a rectangle having edge lengths of 180 mm along the horizontal
side and 135 mm along the vertical side. Assuming an error of ±1
pixel in detecting each grid knots and an accuracy of ±0.5 mm in
drawing the grid lines, the overall uncertainty in edge length detec-
tion is±|2×0.11+0.5| = 0.77mm, and the relative value on the
minor length is equal to ±0.6%. Therefore, the global uncertainty
in the velocity is equal to σu = ±4.1% for the instantaneous value
and is equal to σu = ±1.6% for the averaged value (1000 frames). If
the velocity is expressed in a non-dimensional form, uncertainty is
introduced through the normalisation velocity U0. The normalisa-
tion velocity is the far upstream velocity and has been evaluated
as the ratio between the flow rate and the section of discharge.
The discharge is controlled within 0.1 l/s, and the section of dis-
charge is measured with an uncertainty equal to ±0.5%. For tests
at a nominal discharge of 25 l/s the normalisation velocity has an
uncertainty of ±0.9%. The instantaneous normalised velocity has
an uncertainty of ±5.0%, while the averaged normalised velocity
has an uncertainty of ±2.5%. These estimates are overstated for a
high velocity and understated for a low velocity.

The spatial derivatives were calculated using a central scheme
with an absolute uncertainty of ε∂u/∂x = ±0.7εu/1x [10], where εu
is the absolute velocity uncertainty and 1x is the interval between
the data. The uncertainty concerning the vorticity doubles because
it involves two derivatives. For a velocity of 0.38 m/s the uncer-
tainty on the instantaneous derivative is ε∂u/∂x = ±6.1 s−1 and
on the instantaneous vorticity is εωz = ±12.2 s−1; the uncertainty
on the derivative of the mean velocity is ε∂u/∂x = ±2.35 s−1 and
on the mean vorticity is εωz = ±4.7 s−1. The uncertainty of non-
dimensional vorticity is further increased due to the uncertainty
of the normalisation velocity and of the chord length. This last un-
certainty can be assumed to be 1%; therefore, for reference, a mean
vorticity of 20 s−1 has an uncertainty in the non-dimensional value
of 25.4%. The values have been reported to give a proper indication
of the global level of uncertainty.

2. The mean flow

In Fig. 4, the time-averaged velocity is shown normalised by the
velocity upstream. Two different structures can be observed.

The first is the wake past the aerofoil, which is characterised by
a strong defect velocity in the sections located downstream near
the body and by a progressive recovery of the uniformity in the
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Fig. 4. The time-averaged, measured velocity (undersampled by a factor 15 in the x
direction) normalised by the velocity far upstream, U0 . The dash–dot line indicates
the local minimum velocity, and the two dashed curves indicate where the defect
velocity is half the maximum defect velocity.

transverse direction. The dash–dot line represents the axis of the
wake,where the defect velocity ismaximum. The dashed lines rep-
resent the edge of the wake, where the defect velocity is halved
with respect to its value along the same vertical. Usually, the dis-
tance from the axis where the defect velocity is halved, L0, is as-
sumed to be the local transverse scale, and in some conditions,
the self-similarity is verified with respect to the non-dimensional
transverse coordinate η = y/L0. The edge of the wake corresponds
to η2

= 1, and the outer region of the wake corresponds to η2 > 3.
Note that, especially near the body, the wake is not symmetric
because it has a memory of the shape of the body. Additionally,
the wake has non-symmetric boundary conditions: a breaker on
the upper side and a solid wall in a limited domain on the lower
side. The velocity values in the outer region of the wake are much
greater than the upstream, undisturbed velocity, with an incre-
ment equal to more than 50% in the locations near the hydrofoil.
The low pressure side of the hydrofoil is in contact with a recir-
culation zone where the separation occurs. The high pressure side
of the hydrofoil, which faces the free surface, is intersected by an
accelerated boundary layer that detaches at the trailing edge and
merges with the recirculation zone.

The second structure of the flow field is a stationary breaker at
the free surface past the trailing edge. The current above the profile
is accelerating and experiences a reduction in the water depth
(with respect to the upper face of the profile but also with respect
to the bottom of the flume), and the flow profile can be computed
by assuming that the current is gradually varying. The exit velocity
at the trailing edge is roughly uniform in the vertical and equal to
U te = 0.53 m/s. The relative water depth is hte = 33 mm. The
local Froude number is Frte = U te/

√
ghte = 0.93 and the current

is nearly at a critical condition. Assuming a negligible dissipation of
the stream between the leading and the trailing edge, the energy
balance equation is

hte + αte
U

2
te

2g
= hle + αle

U
2
le

2g
, (1)

with the constraint being derived from themass balance equation:

hteU te = hleU le. (2)

αte and αle are the energy coefficients to correct the velocity head
of the stream for the non-uniform velocity distribution in the ver-
tical direction. Assuming that the coefficients are unitary, apply-
ing Eqs. (1)–(2) results in hle ≈ 79 mm, and the corresponding
Froude number at the leading edge is Frle = U le/

√
ghle = 0.25.

The water depth at that location is approximately 6 mm above the
undisturbed upstream water depth, which indicates a backwater
as a consequence of the presence of the hydrofoil.
Fig. 5. Streamwise fluctuating velocity (undersampled by a factor 15 in the x
direction) normalised by the velocity far upstream, U0 .

Fig. 6. Transverse fluctuating velocity (undersampled by a factor 15 in the x
direction) normalised by the velocity far upstream, U0 .

The free surface is strongly oscillating with the toe of the
breaker and periodicallymoveswith a series of capillarywaves up-
stream with respect to the toe. A detailed analysis of the breaker
generated by a submerged hydrofoil is reported in [9], with atten-
tion focused on the vorticity evolution beneath the breaker and
analysis of the form of the free surface. In Lin and Rockwell, exper-
imental capillary waves develop from the toe for the Froude num-
ber that is based on the chord length of the hydrofoil and on the
upstream, undisturbed velocity, which is equal to 0.43, and the
transition to a developed breaker is completed at a Froude number
equal to 0.49. In this respect, we assume that the proper Froude
number has to be computed by introducing the local water depth
(or the thickness of the shear layer), and the local mean velocity
that appears more relevant than the chord of the hydrofoil and the
upstream undisturbed velocity in assessing the balance between
the convective inertial forces of the flow and the gravitational ef-
fects.

The water concentration (it is the ratio between the interval
time of presence of water to the total time) is less than unity
in the area of the breaker, and the computed velocity is phasic
averaged, i.e., only refers to the time interval in which water is
present. The breaker triggers a series of waves downstream, which
also modulate the wake edge, with a length of less than 2C .

The two structures of the flow are also reflected in the distri-
bution of the streamwise and transverse fluctuating velocity, as
shown in Fig. 5 and in Fig. 6. The wake shows a typical distribution
that is almost symmetrical with respect to the axis, at least at lo-
cations x/C > 0.5, with the streamwise component being slightly
greater than the transverse component andwith themaximum in-
tensity near the edges. The breaker has the maximum values of
streamwise fluctuating velocity at the toe and, while the stream-
wise turbulence is decaying downstream from the wake, it is per-
sistent beneath the free surface.
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Fig. 7. Reynolds shear stress (undersampled by a factor 15 in the x direction) normalised by the velocity far upstream, U0 .
Fig. 8. Non-dimensional vorticity. Contour lines with a step equal to 5. Dashed lines refer to positive (clockwise vorticity).
Fig. 9. Non-dimensional root mean square value of the vorticity, ωzrmsC/U0 .
2.1. Turbulence structure

The Reynolds shear stress is shown in Fig. 7 with a typical an-
tisymmetrical distribution for the wake and a spatially modulated
pattern near the free surface.

Fig. 8 shows the time-averaged non-dimensional vorticity
perpendicular to the plane of the flow. The negative (counter-
clockwise) and positive (clockwise) vortices are concentrated near
the trailing edge and the leading edge. The vorticity has a maxi-
mumnegative value at the trailing edge and then changes sign and
becomes positive in proximity to the breaker, which is beneath the
free surface. Persistent positive values are found downstream be-
neath the free surface and are partially modulated by the pulsat-
ing breaker. Near the free surface, the computation of vorticity was
performed bymasking the air side and inserting a constant velocity
in the vertical direction that is equal to the first value recorded in
the water. This procedure is necessary to avoid a false shear layer
at the interface.
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Fig. 10. Time-averaged Reynolds shear stress quadrant decomposed with a threshold H = 0. The values are non-dimensional with respect to U0 . The contour lines have a
step equal to 0.005.
A measure of the stationarity of the vorticity is the r.m.s. value
shown in Fig. 9. The major fluctuations are in the recirculation
zone, the trailing edge and beneath the free surface as well. The
r.m.s values are generally larger than the mean values and confirm
the relevant unsteadiness of all the processes involved in the wake
and beneath the free surface.

2.2. Quadrant analysis

Quadrant analysis has been widely used to reveal turbulent
structures at the wall boundary layer over a rigid wall [13,14], in
turbulent channel flow [15], and in the far turbulent wake of a
cylinder [16]; to find themost significant formof the disturbance in
a turbulent wall boundary layer [17]; and to analyse the water side
boundary layer statistics [18] as well as the air side boundary layer
statistics [19] inwind-generated gravitywaves [20]. The quadrants
are listed with numbers from 1 to 4, where quadrant 1 indicates
the positive horizontal axis and the positive vertical axis, quad-
rant 2 indicates the negative horizontal axis and positive vertical
axis etc. The technique separates the contribution of the fluctuat-
ing velocity in the Reynolds’ tensor according to the sign of the fluc-
tuation. The event-averaged shear stress for the ith quadrant is

⟨U ′V ′⟩i =
1
Ni

Ni
j=1


U ′V ′

j


i

for i = 1, . . . , 4, (3)

where Ni is the number of events in the ith quadrant and j is the
current sample number. The average shear stress for the ith quad-
rant is

U ′V ′
i =

1
N

Ni
j=1


U ′V ′

j


i

for i = 1, . . . , 4. (4)

The ratio, Ni/N , is the relative permanence of the events in the
ith quadrant; hence,

U ′V ′
i =

Ni

N
⟨U ′V ′⟩i (5)

and the total shear stress is

U ′V ′ =

4
i=1

U ′V ′
i. (6)
Instead of considering all the data, it is possible to fix an am-
plitude threshold including only the events satisfying the relation
|U ′V ′

| > T , where T is usually defined in terms of the root-mean-
square stress:

|U ′V ′
| > H


U ′

rmsV
′

rms


(7)

where H is a threshold. The concentration of the ith quadrant for a
fixed threshold level is

C i
H =

1
N

N
j=1

φi
H,j, (8)

where

φi
H,j =


1 if |U ′V ′

|j > TH and belongs to the ith quadrant
0 otherwise. (9)

We can also consider the phasic-averaged Reynolds stress for
the ith quadrant:


U ′V ′

i

H
=

N
j=1


U ′V ′


j φ

i
H,j

N
j=1

φi
H,j

(10)

and the time-averaged Reynolds stress for the ith quadrant:


U ′V ′

i
H =

1
N

N
j=1


U ′V ′


j φ

i
H,j = C i

H


U ′V ′

i

H
. (11)

The non-dimensional quadrant contributions without thresh-
old are shown in Fig. 10. Due to the symmetry in the wake, the
contributions of Q2 and Q4 are dominant in the upper lobe, with
a peak at x/C = 0.35 ÷ 0.5, and the contributions of Q1 and Q3
are dominant in the lower lobe, with a peak at x/C = 0.75. The
maximum absolute contribution is similar for both lobes, but the
lower lobe wake is characterised by a more persistent transfer of
momentum. Beneath the free surface, all the contributions from
the quadrants are spatially modulated following the steady wave
pattern of the free surface.

The results obtained forH = 1 are shown in Fig. 11. The pattern
is similar to the situation where H = 0, but the stresses are one
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Fig. 11. Time-averaged Reynolds shear stress quadrant decomposed with threshold H = 1. The values are non-dimensional with respect to U0 . Contour lines have a step
equal to 0.005.
Fig. 12. Correlations for the longitudinal fluctuating velocity computed at x/C = 0.7, 2.2, 3.7, 5.2 for points along the axis of the wake.
order of magnitude less. Because it is a time average, by increas-
ing the threshold, the events are stronger but their duration is pro-
gressively much shorter. Ejections (Q2) and sweeps (Q4) dominate
the upper boundary of the wake, beneath the free surface, while
outward (Q1) and inward (Q3) interactions dominate the lower
boundary of the wake. The inward interaction has greater values
and extension and is the most relevant mechanism of stress trans-
fer towards the centreline of the wake. Notably, the distribution of
the quadrant-dependent stress indicates that the stress acting on
the upper lobe of the wake is only due to Q2–Q4 events (the other
quadrants give a negligible contribution), while stress on the lower
lobe is only due to Q1–Q3 events (in this case the other quadrants
give a negligible contribution as well). By increasing threshold for
the time-average, the values are dampened slightly, but their local-
isation is essentially invariant. Therefore, the events are strongly
localised and can be attributed to the permanent mean pattern of
the fluid flow.

3. Spatial correlations and spectra

A measure of the spatial structure of the flow field is repre-
sented by the spatial correlation tensor. The double velocity spatial
correlation is

χij (x, x + r) = U ′

i (x)U
′

j (x + r) (12)
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Fig. 13. Correlations for the transverse fluctuating velocity computed at x/C = 0.7, 2.2, 3.7, 5.2 for points along the axis of the wake.
and in non-dimensional normalised form becomes

Rij (x, x + r) =
U ′

i (x)U
′

j (x + r)
U ′2
i (x)U ′2

j (x + r)
1/2 . (13)

Having only two-dimensional measurements and neglecting
i ≠ j implies that only two terms of the correlation tensor can be
analysed:

R11 (x0, y0, x1, y1) = U ′(x0, y0)U ′(x1, y1)/
U ′2(x0, y0)U ′2(x1, y1)

1/2
and

R22 (x0, y0, x1, y1) = V ′(x0, y0)V ′(x1, y1)/
V ′2(x0, y0) V ′2(x1, y1)

1/2
,

where (x0, y0) is the coordinate of a fixed point and (x1, y1) is the
coordinate of the variable point. The available data allow the com-
putation of the correlation along the generic directions with fairly
good accuracy. In Fig. 12 and in Fig. 13, the contourmaps of R11 and
R22 are shown for points along the axis of thewake at four locations
downstream: x/C = 0.7, 2.2, 3.7, 5.2.

The first attempt to interpret these functions by considering the
effects of the eddies described by Townsend [21] was performed
by Grant [1], who also measured in the third dimension and found
that, in eddies in the wake of a cylinder with circulation and in the
x–z plane, counter-rotating couples appear. By limiting the present
analysis to two dimensions, a single eddy with velocity compo-
nents only in the x–y plane results in the following correlation:

χ22 (x0, y0 + ζ ) =
1
2
Aα2


1 −

1
2
α2ζ 2


exp


−

1
4
α2ζ 2


, (14)

where A specifies the intensity of the eddy and α is a measure of
the size of the eddy. For a sequence of eddies located at the same
Fig. 14. Correlation χ11 (x0, y − y0) = U ′(x0, y0)U ′(x0, y − y0) at x0/C = 0.7
for a point along the axis of the wake (y0/C = −0.32) fit with 95% prediction
bounds. The dotted line, the dash–dot–dot, the dash–dot and the dashed lines are
the contributions of the four eddies indicated by the letters a, b, c and d.

abscissa but at different transverse position, the autocorrelation is:

χ22 (x0, y0 + ζ ) =


i

1
2
Aiα

2
i


1 −

1
2
α2
i (ζ − bi)2



× exp

−

1
4
α2
i (ζ − bi)2


, (15)

where bi is the shift of the ith eddy. A non-linear least square fitting
algorithm for a set of four eddies gives the curve shown in Fig. 14
with a coefficient of determination R2

= 0.89. A similar method-
ology was also adopted in [19].
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Fig. 15. Longitudinal spectrum at different locations downstream. The arrow
indicates the bump of the spectrum due to a family of eddies. For clarity, the curves
are translated and refer to different vertical axes.

The four eddies, the separated contributions of which are indi-
cated by the letters a, b, c and d in Fig. 14, have centres at b = 0.1,
50.2, −29.1, 2.5 mm, size parameters α = 0.289, 0.044, 0.023,
0.041mm−1 andnon-dimensional coefficients (proportional to the
energy per unit volume and the mass density) (1/2)Aiα

2
i /U

′2
rms =

0.43, 0.30, 0.18, 0.373. The eddy indicatedwith letter a is the small-
est and is essentially representative of the small-scale turbulence,
whereas the other three eddies are large eddies according to the
initial characterisation of the flow field. The function is a compos-
ite with a large curvature near the origin (eddy a), which is typical
of large Reynolds number flows, and the smooth portion is due to
macro-eddies (the other three eddies). The energy density is com-
parable for the four eddies. A similar fitting can be obtained for the
other components of the correlation function (not shown).

The longitudinal spectrum in thewavenumber domain, defined
as

E11 (kx) =
1
π


∞

−∞

χ11(x) exp (−ikxx) dx (16)

and the transverse spectrum, defined as

E22 (kx) =
1
π


∞

−∞

χ22(x) exp (−ikxx) dx (17)

can be computed by direct integration of the longitudinal and the
transverse correlation. The minimumwavenumber is given by the
maximumextent of the grid ofmeasurements. Because each FOV is
a different realisation of the experiments, the spatial correlations
and the spectra are limited to the grid corresponding to a single
FOV having approximate size 180× 150 mm (W ,H). Choosing the
point (x0, y0) along the centreline of the wake in the mid position
of the grid results in a spatial extension equal to ≈90 mm in the
longitudinal direction and ≈65 mm in the transverse direction. In
most cases, the experimental spectra in the wavenumber domain
are obtained by pointwise measurements in time and transformed
by adopting Taylor’s hypothesis for frozen turbulence, but in the
present experiments the results are true spectra in the wavenum-
ber domain. The smaller significant wavenumber resolved is equal
to kxmin = 2π/0.18 ≈ 35 m−1. The cut-off wavenumber is related
to the size of the interrogation window (if a minimum overlap be-
tween the interrogation windows is present) and has a value equal
to [22]

kxc =
2.8
XW

≡
2.8

32 × 0.11 × 10−3
≈ 795 m−1, (18)

where XW is the horizontal size of the interrogation window. The
dissipation scale is not achieved. The bandwidth of the computed
Fig. 16. Transverse spectrum at different locations downstream. For clarity, the
curves are translated and refer to different vertical axes.

spectrum is equal to kxmin. The spectra at different locations down-
stream are shown in Fig. 15 and in Fig. 16, are non-dimensional
with respect to the integral longitudinal and transverse length
scales, which are defined, respectively, as

3l =
1
2


∞

−∞

R11 (x − x0, y0) dx,

3t =
1
2


∞

−∞

R22 (x − x0, y0) dx.
(19)

In the longitudinal spectrum immediately downstream from
the trailing edge, there is evidence of at least one family of eddies
that peak at lengths on the order of the longitudinal integral scale.
Similar behaviour can also be detected in the transverse spectra.
The Reynolds number is very limited and is more than two orders
of magnitude less than the value of 105, which is considered as the
entry value for the inertial subrange [23]; hence, no inertial sub-
range behaviour is expected.

4. Conclusion

• Due to the specific geometry of the hydrofoil, the mean flow
shows two relevant patterns: the classical wake past the hy-
drofoil and a breaker at the interface. The breaker also triggers
some stationarywaves that affect the flow field at several chord
lengths downstream. The wake shows a typical defect velocity
that is reduced downstream. A vorticity develops at the edges
of the hydrofoils as well as at the toe of the breaker, with a per-
sistent pattern downstream. The r.m.s. vorticity ismuch greater
than the average vorticity, especially far downstreamwhere the
average vorticity decays.

• The fluctuating longitudinal and transverse velocities have
maxima at the wake edges and beneath the breaker. The
Reynolds shear stress shows a similar behaviour. The quadrant
analysis reveals the dominant contributions of theQ2–Q4quad-
rants for the upper lobe and of the Q1–Q3 quadrants for the
lower lobe. This behaviour is more evident if a threshold H = 1
is imposed to select only events of a fixed intensity.

• The spatial correlation of the fluctuating velocity has been com-
puted for four points on the axis of the wake at locations down-
stream. The correlation for the longitudinal fluctuating velocity
is increasingly isotropic in the far section. The correlation for
the transverse fluctuating velocity is clearly anisotropic and de-
cays faster in the longitudinal directions, resulting in negative
values as well. The associated integral length scales increase
downstream. The longitudinal correlation in the transverse di-
rection can be fitted with a limited number of eddies, with a
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clear identification of large eddies and a singlemain turbulence-
associated eddy. Such a pattern requires a very stable and repet-
itive series of eddies.

• By directly transforming the correlations, the longitudinal and
transverse spectra in the wavenumber domain are computed.
The longitudinal spectrum in the nearest downstream location
shows stronger evidence than the correlation for the existence
of large eddies. No inertial subrange is expected because the
Reynolds number is quite limited.

• The results of the present tests give a set of data useful for the
calibration of numerical models in complex flow-fields, where
the presence of an interface makes useless many of the simpli-
fications usually introduced in the model.
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